
Chapter 5

Compositional development of
concurrent programs

In order to prove results about a portion of a concurrent program, the three
approaches described in Chapter 4 require all potentially interfering code; this
would include both sibling threads and any context in which the collection of
threads are to execute. Clearly such approaches fail to support a top-down
design process for concurrent programs such as that for sequential programs
outlined in Section 2.4.2 above. The challenge discussed in this chapter is how
to recover the sort of compositionality described in Insight 9 for concurrent
programs.

The principal insight of the “Rely-Guarantee approach” is contained in
Section 5.1; semantic foundations are covered in Section 5.2 the strong link
with data abstraction and reification (see Section 6.2 above) is covered in
Section 6.3; influences and impact are sketched in Section 5.3; but pointers
to related but later research are postponed to Section 9.2.

Links are described below between the Owicki-Gries approach described in
Section 4.3 and the Rely-Guarantee approach; the reuse of Owicki’s Findpos
example in Section 5.1.4 appears to extend the linear historical narrative
discussed in Chapter 4. Any historian who fears that this is a retrospective
cleaning up of the story is reminded of the points made in Chapter 4 about
the size of research community in the 1970s as well as the fact that other
threads of concurrency research were being pursued concurrently. Highlight-
ing one thread of research should not be considered to be harmful to historical
accuracy. A specific historical caveat that should be addressed is that the ori-
gins of the use of temporal logics to reason about concurrency predate the
research reported in the current chapter; the choice of the order of presen-
tation adopted in this book is that the approach described here uses only
standard first-order logic whereas the step to use modal logics is a significant
branch in the history and is covered in Chapter 7.

The approaches described in Chapter 4 make clear that interference is
the hurdle to finding a compositional approach to the design of concurrent
programs:
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90 5 Compositional development of concurrent programs

• Ashcroft and Manna (cf. Section 4.1) explicitly create all of the potential
merges of assignment statements of sibling threads and combine them into
one large non-deterministic program;

• Ashcroft’s refinement of the above process (cf. Section 4.2) tracks all po-
tential merges of assignments statements using control states;

• Owicki’s approach (cf. Section 4.3) envisages initial proofs that ignore
interference but requires a check of “interference freedom” on those se-
quential proofs.

All three approaches require complete code to conclude that the parallel ex-
ecution meets its specification. This is in sharp contrast to the compositional
approaches for sequential programs that are described in Chapter 2: in Sec-
tion 2.4.1 a step to decompose a problem into sub-problems can be justified
before the development of those sub-tasks is undertaken. The key requirement
for the use of rules such as ; -I /while-I in Breakout 3 on page 21 to decom-
pose a problem in a “posit and prove” approach is that the specifications of
the sub-components state everything that is required of their developers. The
same observation applies to the VDM rules in Section 2.4.3. There is no test
that can lead to the rejection of a (sub-)component that was not documented
in its specification and there is no need for its developers to be aware of either
its context nor specifications/code of sibling processes. Furthermore a hier-
archical structure of documentation is crucial for understanding a complex
artefact.

5.1 Rely-Guarantee approach

The “rely-guarantee” approach is the subject of Jones’ doctoral thesis [Jon81];
two more accessible early papers are [Jon83a; Jon83b]. (The submission date
of [Jon83a] is recorded as November 1980 and it is cited as “to be published”
in [Jon81]; [Jon83b] is the published version of Jones’ invited talk at the
IFIP’83 Congress. Both [Jon81] and [Jon83a] use Ada to present programs
which was perhaps an understandable decision at that time.)

Jones had an unusual path to studying for a doctorate (referred to as a
“DPhil”) at Oxford. What influenced the research described in this section
was Jones’ almost 20 years in industry. During two multi-year spells at the
IBM Lab in Vienna, Jones had worked on both operational and denotational
approaches to the semantics of programming languages. At the IBM Hursley
Lab in the UK and at IBM’s European Systems Research Institute, Jones
had developed compositional approaches to the development of sequential
programs.1

1 Having decided that the computer industry looked more interesting than the UK Gram-
mar School that I was attending and there being at that time no undergraduate courses
in computing, I had not gone through an undergraduate degree. By 1979, my time in in-
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5.1.1 Assertions about interference

Comparison with the rules for compositional development of sequential pro-
grams in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 suggested that a way to specify and reason
about interference was required. A concept to mirror what post conditions
gave as an abstraction of sequential programs would require finding a useful
level of abstraction that faced up to interference without having the code of
all threads.

The key step for the Rely/Guarantee approach was to characterise interfer-
ence by relations.2 Just as pre conditions state assumptions that a developer
can make about the starting conditions for a specified program, relational rely
conditions describe the degree of interference on shared state that a program
must tolerate. Turning this around, the designer can make the assumption
that interference will not exceed that specified in the rely condition. As a
simple example, a rely condition might record that the value of a variable
can only increase; a more useful rely condition might confirm that –when a
switch variable has the value true– some other variable will not change its
value.

Furthermore, just as a post condition specifies an effect that the code
designed by a developer must achieve when it is executed, a guarantee condi-
tion is also an obligation on developed code for shared-variable concurrency:
a guarantee condition defines an upper limit on the interference that the
implementation can inflict on its environment.

It has been made clear in Breakout 7 on Page 35 that, because of non-
determinist merges with steps of the its environment, executing a single
thread can give rise to different sequences of states (and thus results). Each
such state sequence includes state changes caused by the component and
by its environment and it is important to remember that the environment
can include sibling threads as well as the overall context of the collection of
threads. To picture the role of rely and guarantee conditions, it is useful to
look at one such computation that starts with a state σ0 and ends with σf ;
any computation consists of many component and environment steps; a rep-
resentative environment step changes the state from σi to σi+1; similarly an

dustry had yielded a respectable portfolio of publications based on which Tony Hoare was
prepared to make the case to Oxford University that I should be allowed to pursue post-

graduate studies. They and Wolfson College accepted me. This left the choice of topic. An

easy step –and one suggested by colleagues– would have been to firm up the foundations of
the denotational semantics aspects of VDM. This would have continued Joe Stoy’s [Sto80].

(This task was subsequently completed by Brian Monahan [Mon87].) The more tempting

challenge for me was to try to extend the compositional program development aspects of
VDM to cope with concurrency. This idea was not universally popular with one erstwhile

colleague urging that I should avoid what was becoming a “crowded field”.
2 VDM had consistently employed relations as post conditions — see Section 2.4.3 — in

fact, understanding the role of relations goes back to before the name “VDM” was coined
— see [Jon72b].
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example of a component state change is from σj to σj+1. The four conditions
can be related to a sequence of states as follows:

pre︷︸︸︷
σ0 · · ·

rely︷ ︸︸ ︷
σi σi+1 · · · σj σj+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

guar

· · · σf

︸ ︷︷ ︸
post

This shows:

• the developer can assume that the pre condition is true of the initial state
σ0;

• although the developer must accept that the state will change during ex-
ecution, such changes (e.g. between σi and σi+1) can be assumed to be
bounded by the rely condition which functions like a post condition of
interfering state transitions;

• execution of the designed code must satisfy the post condition which is a
relation between the initial state σ0 and final state σf ;

• state changes during execution of the created code are also bounded —
for example, the transition by the code of the specified component from
σj to σj+1 must satisfy the guarantee condition.

It must be remembered that all aspects of a specification influence a de-
ployment decision: just as there is an implied proof obligation to show that
a component will only be executed in a state where its pre condition is sat-
isfied, it is only safe to deploy a component where potential interference will
not violate its rely condition.

Technically, if the environment makes a state transition that violates the
rely condition, the component can then do anything: it is no longer bound
by its guarantee condition. This is, of course, in exact analogy with pre/post
conditions: if a component begins execution in a state that does not satisfy
its pre condition, the implementation is not required to (terminate or) satisfy
its post condition. Leaving technicalities for the discussion of the formal rule
for decomposing a task into concurrent threads, the insight is rather simple.

Insight 25 Compositional development of concurrent programs requires
some way of recording and reasoning about interference. If the notation is
formal, this can support step-by-step verification as in top-down “posit-and-
prove” approaches. Specifications of interference need to be “abstract” in the
sense that they do not require an implementor to consider the context of the
specified component.

Like many of the “insights” identified in the current book, the observa-
tion that interference must be specified appears obvious with hindsight. The
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specific choice to attempt such specification with relations fits with the fact
that VDM had always used –in its program development proposals– post
conditions that were relations. In contrast, following (early) Hoare and say
Dijkstra in employing post conditions that are predicates of a single state
might have reduced the chance of spotting the need for relational character-
isation of interference.

There are many published examples that illustrate reasonably wide ap-
plicability of rely and guarantee conditions and Section 5.1.4 picks up the
example of Findpos that was used to compare three approaches in Chap-
ter 4. Limitations of the specific choices made in [Jon81] are discussed below
as are generalisations thereof. Thus far, what matters is that, for a class of
shared-variable concurrency problems, a compositional development process
can be built around relational specification of interference. Post-facto meth-
ods such as those described in Chapter 4 require the complete code of any
concurrent (environment or sibling) processes. Relations offer a useful way to
characterise potential interference abstractly.

In rely-guarantee specifications there are four assertions to record (as in-
dicated above with under and over-braces). The specific concrete syntax used
does not affect the proof rules and their validity. A compact notation in the
spirit of the concrete syntax of “Hoare triples” wraps the pre, rely, guar-
antee and post conditions around the program text that is to be executed:
{P ,R} S {G ,Q}. This quintuple version is convenient for presenting proof
rules. But there are other ways of writing specifications that are more con-
venient for applications where the various conditions are long. Just as VDM
uses keywords to identify (the frame and) pre and post conditions, rely-
guarantee conditions are often marked by keywords (e.g. see the example in
Breakout 18).

5.1.2 Rely/guarantee intuition

Before moving to a formal presentation of decomposition proof rules in Sec-
tion 5.1.3, it is worth understanding the informal roles of the rely and guaran-
tee conditions. An example that illustrates the intuitive use of rely and guar-
antee conditions in development can be based on the Sieve of Eratosthenes
for finding all primes up to some specified number (N ).3 The specification of
the interesting part of the algorithm is to remove all composite numbers from
a set that can be initialised to contain {2..N }. Several papers consider the
design decision to achieve this by concurrently executing instances of Rem(i)
processes that remove multiples of i . Considering the specification of the
Rem process indicates how the formulation of rely and guarantee conditions
interacts with that of post conditions.

3 Problem originally in [Hoa75]; also presented in detail in [Jon96; HJ18].
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• A sequential program could execute Rem(i) for values of i from two (to
the square root of N ) whose role is to remove multiples of the parameter i .
This was the core of Eratosthenes’ original algorithm. For such a sequential
implementation, the post condition of Rem(i) could require that exactly
the products (2 and above) of i should be removed from the set.

• If however Rem threads can execute concurrently, this exact set equality
cannot hold because interfering processes are also removing elements from
the set. In the concurrent case, the post condition of Rem(i) can be weak-
ened to ensure that no multiples of i are present at termination of Rem(i).
This is a lower bound on how Rem(i) should affect the set.

• But the weakened post condition is not achievable with arbitrary interfer-
ence on the set: Rem(i) needs a rely condition that the set can only get
smaller so the Rem(i) program can remove say j ∗ i and rely on the fact
that it will not be re-inserted.

• Unfortunately, the weakening of the post condition would admit an imple-
mentation that removed elements that ought not be removed (i.e. primes)
— a guarantee condition on Rem(i) can insist that it only removes multi-
ples of i . This is the upper bound on its changes to the set.

• Finally, since the Rem processes must co-exist, each must guarantee to
never put elements into the set.

The steps of the rely-guarantee approach begin with a specification of a
component that will not itself necessarily be concurrent:

1. A specification with at least pre and (relational) post conditions might
specify a (non-deterministic) operation; if that operation is already in a
concurrent environment, its specification will also contain rely and guar-
antee conditions.

2. If the developer chooses to decompose the task into concurrent threads,
specifications of the proposed sub-components will contain all four condi-
tions.

3. There is a distinction as to whether the sub-components are symmetrical
(have the same specification modulo a parameter) or differ from each other.

4. (As in the example above) It is often useful to start with a post condition
that ignores interference and then see how that post condition must be
weakened to accommodate interference.

5. (Also as above) It is likely that some of the clauses removed from the post
condition will need to be incorporated into the guarantee condition.

6. A rely condition should then be formulated to make sure that the be-
haviour required by guarantee and post conditions is achievable.

7. This is then exactly like the “posit and prove” process for sequential
programs (see Section 2.3): the developer believes that the decomposi-
tion involving concurrent execution of the sub-operations will satisfy the
given specification; discharging the parallel decomposition proof obligation
would verify this claim.
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5.1.3 Decomposition rule

Various versions of the R-G proof obligation for concurrency are in the liter-
ature; they can be presented in a compact form be surrounding a portion of
program with the assumptions (pre and rely conditions) and commitments
(guarantee and post conditions): {P ,R} S {G ,Q}.

One proof rule for decomposing a specified task into concurrent threads is
given in Breakout 18. Its structure is similar to that of the ideal proof rule
indicated in Section 3.2 — it does however need hypotheses that ensure the
rely condition of each thread is respected by the guarantee conditions of the
context of that thread.

To indicate how the rely/guarantee rules relate to the non-interfering ver-
sion of the (ideal) parallel rule at the beginning of Section 3.2, a slight sim-
plification of the actual rule can be written:4

|| -Ic

{P1,R ∨ G2} S1 {G1,Q1}
{P2,R ∨ G1} S2 {G2,Q2}

{P1 ∧ P2,R} S1 || S2 {G1 ∨ G2,Q1 ∧Q2 ∧ · · ·}

The formal decomposition rule in Breakout 18 is but one of several possi-
ble rules. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, use of such rules in top-down decom-
position is facilitated by having hypotheses that link contextual conditions
(e.g. P) to those of sub-components (Pi) rather than having compact rules
that pretend that specifications will be presented in a particular format. A
more useful rule for top-down decomposition is:

|| -ITD

{P1,R1 ∨ G2} S1 {G1,Q1}
{P2,R2 ∨ G1} S2 {G2,Q2}
P ⇒ P1 ∨ P2

R ⇒ R1 ∨ R2

G1 ∧G2 ⇒ G
Q1 ∧Q2 · · · ⇒ Q

{P ,R} S1 || S2 {G ,Q}

Most such proof obligations share important characteristics. Rely and
guarantee relations are reflexive and transitive — this reflects the fact that,
for example, there could be zero or many steps of interference.5 Further addi-
tions include the concept of a “dynamic invariant” in [Jon81] or an “evolution
invariant” in [CJ00]. These details do not affect the basic insight; they just
reflect the extra degree of variability available with more conditions in spec-
ifications of operations.

4 The simplification is that a stronger post condition can use information from the guar-
antee conditions — a stronger rule is given in Breakout 18.
5 It would have been possible to omit this requirement and to take the reflexive, transitive
closure of predicates at appropriate points in the proof rules.
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Unlike methods such as that of Owicki, the rely-guarantee rules are de-
signed to handle nested parallelism: notice how the R and G from the context
are combined with the conditions from the sibling thread in the rules above.
Furthermore, compositional development obviates the need for any form of
“Reynolds’ rule” (see Figure 6.1 on Page 107). For example, in a thread that
is developed with a rely condition that includes x ′ ≥ x ∧ y ′ ≥ y there is no
difficulty in concluding that local := x + y cannot decrease the value of local
even through x and y are two shared variables in the same expression. (Sim-
ilar observations apply to tests in conditional or while statements containing
more than one shared variable.)

It is important that rely and guarantee conditions “distribute over” se-
quential and parallel decomposition. In other words, a rely condition for a
component applies to any sub-components that are used in its eventual imple-
mentation. Because this distribution applies all the way down to executable
statements, there is no need to assume that, for example, assignment state-
ments are executed atomically.

Both the prime sieve example above and the rely-guarantee development
of Findpos in Section 5.1.4 use symmetric processes but the proof rule also
caters for examples in which concurrent threads have different specifications
(e.g. mutator/collector processes in garbage collection).

5.1.4 Revisiting the Findpos example

It is instructive to extend the comparisons made in Section 4.4 of how earlier
approaches cope with Owicki’s Findpos program and consider how the rely-
guarantee approach fares with her useful example. The starting point of a
top-down development is obviously a specification of Findpos itself; this is
straightforward but the one given at the top of Breakout 18 recognises the
danger of contextual interference by recording the rely condition that the
environment does not change the values in the array x ; were this condition not
respected, it would clearly be impossible to achieve a useful post condition for
Findpos because the environment could change the elements of x after they
were checked by the implementation. This simple clause is indicative of why
relations were adopted for VDM post conditions as well as rely/guarantee
conditions.6 A less consequential change from Breakout 16 on Page 77 is
that the counters ec and oc are made local to their respective threads in
Breakout 19.

There are obvious steps of development for the assignments before and
after the cobegin · · · coend — as in other approaches, assignment proof

6 Frames are specified in VDM operations so that both Evensearch and Oddseach would
be shown to have only read access to x which induces a guarantee operation that neither

operation can change its value.
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obligations cope with the initialisation of the two counters (et/ot) and the
final assignment to t :

Findpos: begin
var et , ot := M + 1,M + 1;
cobegin
· · ·

coend;
t := min(et , ot);

end

The derivation from the development in Breakout 16 on Page 77 begins
with the post condition of the two concurrent threads:

min(et ′, ot ′) ≤ M + 1 ∧
(min(et ′, ot ′) ≤ M ⇒ x (min(et ′, ot ′)) > 0) ∧
∀n · 0 < n < min(et ′, ot ′) ⇒ x (n) ≤ 0

(As in Chapter 4, reasoning about the two threads is similar and only one
is presented.) If it were the case that Evensearch ran in isolation, the main
conjuncts of its post condition would be:

(et ′ ≤ M ⇒ x (et ′) > 0) ∧
∀n · even(n) ∧ 0 < n < et ′ ⇒ x (n) ≤ 0

But if Evensearch is to be allowed terminate early for any reason, the second
conjunct needs an additional stopping condition which in this case would be
· · · ∨ ot ′ < et ′ see Breakout 18. Noticing that this condition is on the final
value of ot , it is clear that Evensearch must rely on that value only reducing
(i.e. were ot to have a low value which subsequently increased, Evensearch
could be at the point of termination but then its post condition could be
negated).7

The particular rule shown for reasoning about decomposition into concur-
rent processes shows that the guarantee condition of each thread must be
tolerated by the rely condition of the other thread. The correctness of this
stage of development follows by considering the cases et ′ = ot ′ = M + 1,
et ′ < ot ′ and ot ′ < et ′.

In order to show the whole development, Breakout 19 indicates how the
relational while rule from VDM would justify the body of the loop. It is also

7 It is import to notice that the rely condition on Evensearch divorces it from its environ-

ment. A component satisfying that specification could be used as part of a time critical
system where, as a deadline approaches, the environment signals that Evensearch should

spend less time searching. The rely condition isolates the key property before the devel-
opment of either thread is undertaken. Looking back at the counterexample mentioned in

Section 4.3:

ot := 1;

ot := M + 1;

it is immediately obvious that it would not satisfy a guarantee condition that implies the

rely condition of Evensearch.
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necessary for the code to respect the guarantee condition for Evensearch.
Since there is only one assignment to the shared variable et and the loop test
establishes that ec < et , this is straightforward.

Specification of Findpos:

rely: x ′ = x

post: t ′ ≤ M + 1 ∧ (t ′ ≤ M ⇒ x(t ′) > 0) ∧ ∀n · 0 < n < t ′ ⇒ x(n) ≤ 0

Straightforward reasoning yields the specification of the concurrent threads (two applica-

tions of a sequential assignment rule):

Findpos: begin
var et , ot := M + 1,M + 1;

cobegin

P : et = M + 1 ∧ ot = M + 1
R: x ′ = x

Q : min(et ′, ot ′) ≤ M + 1 ∧
(min(et ′, ot ′) ≤ M ⇒ x(min(et ′, ot ′)) > 0) ∧
∀n · 0 < n < min(et ′, ot ′) ⇒ x(n) ≤ 0

coend;
t := min(et , ot);

end

A specialised version of the rule || -ITD that fits Findpos (a vacuous overall guarantee
condition) is:

|| -ITD

{Pe ,Re ∨ Go} Se {Ge ,Qe}
{Po ,Ro ∨ Ge} So {Go ,Qo}
P ⇒ Pe ∧ Po

R ⇒ Re ∨ Ro

Qe ∧Qo ⇒ Q

{P ,R} Se || So {true,Q}

Specification of Evensearch (that for Oddsearch is symmetric):

Pe : et = M + 1
Re : ot ′ ≤ ot ∧ x ′ = x

Ge : et ′ ≤ et
Qe : et ′ ≤ M + 1 ∧

(et ′ ≤ M ⇒ x(et ′) > 0) ∧
((∀n · even(n) ∧ 0 < n < et ′ ⇒ x(n) ≤ 0) ∨ ot ′ < et ′)

Proof:

P ⇒ Pe ∧ Po is trivial
The rely/guarantee conditions of Evensearch/Oddsearch match

Q follows by checking the three cases: et ′ = ot ′ = M + 1, et ′ < ot ′ and ot ′ < et ′.

Breakout 18: Findpos: using a parallel decomposition rule as a design step
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Specification of Evensearch (that for Oddsearch is symmetric):

Pe : et = M + 1

Re : ot ′ ≤ ot ∧ x ′ = x
Ge : et ′ ≤ et

Qe : et ′ ≤ M + 1 ∧
(et ′ ≤ M ⇒ x(et ′) > 0) ∧
((∀n · even(n) ∧ 0 < n < et ′ ⇒ x(n) ≤ 0) ∨ ot ′ < et ′)

Subsequent development of Evensearch to code (cf. Figure 4.6):

Evensearch: begin

var ec := 2;
while ec < min(et , ot) do

if x(ec) > 0 then et := ec

else ec := ec + 2 fi
od

end

would use the rule for while in Breakout 5 on Page 29 with the invariant:

inv : even(ec) ∧
et ≤ M + 1 ∧
(et ≤ M ⇒ x(et) > 0) ∧
(∀n · even(n) ∧ 0 < n < ec ⇒ x(n) ≤ 0)

Then Qe follows from inv ∧ ec ≥ et ∧ (sofar ∨ iden) where the second conjunct is an

immediate consequence of the negated test on the final state.
Preservation of Ge is follows from the loop test (there is only one assignment to et).

Breakout 19: Findpos: developing Evensearch

Isolating the rely-guarantee specification of Evensearch also invites think-
ing about alternative implementations. Two different implementations that
satisfy the same specifications are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 Owicki’s
original implementation requires that the loop test is repeated after finding
a positive value: the comparison of ec with et in Evensearch is there to force
loop termination after et := ec. This is avoided in Figure 5.1 by using a break
statement. (Of course, a proof rule for loops with exits would be required.)

With care, the conditional statement in Evensearch can be folded back
into the loop test as in Figure 5.2. It is however necessary to make sure that
the second conjunct of the loop test does not index beyond M and this is
shown by using a conditional conjunction (as in ML written as cand).8

Picking up from Insight 25, it can be seen that for a useful class of con-
current programs, relations expressing rely and guarantee conditions suffice
for compositional development and afford proof rules which facilitate the
justification of the decomposition of a specified component into (specified)
sub-components. This obviates the need to postpone checks of the decompo-
sition until the code of contextual threads has been written.

8 Interestingly the need for a conditional conjunction (cand) would be identified by the
δ-check in the while rule [Jon90, p.306].
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Findpos: begin
var et , ot := M + 1,M + 1;

cobegin

var ec := 2;
while ec < ot do

if x(ec) > 0 then et := ec; break
else ec := ec + 2 fi

od

||
var oc := 1;

while oc < et do

if x(oc) > 0 then ot := oc; break
else oc := oc + 2 fi

od

coend;
t := min(et , ot)

end

Fig. 5.1: Findpos: alternative code using break

Findpos: begin

var et , ot := M + 1,M + 1;
cobegin

var ec := 2;
while ec < ot cand x(ec) ≤ 0 do

ec := ec + 2

od;
et := ec

||
var oc := 1;
while oc < et cand x(oc) ≤ 0 do

oc := oc + 2

od;
ot := oc

coend;

t := min(et , ot)
end

Fig. 5.2: Findpos: alternative code avoiding unnecessary steps

Gries conjectures in [Gri77, p.929] that work in proving statements about
concurrent execution of two programs containing respectively m and n state-
ments cannot improve on the worst-case bound of n∗m steps of argument. For
steps of development where rely-guarantee reasoning suffices, this is clearly
not the case. Moreover, the recovery of compositionality with rely-guarantee
approaches means that design errors can be detected without the need to
develop code according to mistaken design decompositions.
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5.2 Semantic foundations

Section 2.4.1 notes that Hoare’s original axioms from [Hoa69] were later
shown to be consistent with a model-based semantics in [Lau71]. This then
set an expectation that axiomatic approaches were to be given semantic foun-
dations. A first attempt at such a soundness proof was given in [Jon81] but it
is rather cumbersome because it was written before Jones had seen Plotkin’s
Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [Plo81] (see Section 3.2.1) and used
essentially a VDL [LW69] operational semantics.

The logician Peter Aczel was a professor in the department of Mathe-
maticsat the time that Jones moved to Manchester University. After study-
ing both [Jon80] and [Jon81], Aczel wrote a number of valuable “letters” to
Jones of which [Acz83] addresses the rely-guarantee rules for parallelism. This
unpublished document9 employs traces that include both “direct” and “in-
terference” steps. A straightforward notion of “compatible” traces provides
a semantics for parallel merge. With minor variations such as renaming the
direct steps as “internal”, Aczel traces are now widely used to provide a
model of concurrency (see, for example, [Roe+01]) and provide an intuitive
model for the soundness of inference rules.

Leonor Prensa-Nieto’s Munich PhD [Pre01] contains verifications of the
soundness of both the Owicki-Gries method and the rely-guarantee approach;
her proofs were checked using the Isabelle tool [NK13]. In order to reduce the
proof effort, Prensa-Nieto makes two important restrictions to the language
considered: nested parallelism is forbidden and assignment statements are
assumed to execute atomically.

Joey Coleman undertook his PhD [Col08] in Manchester with Jones and
used an SOS semantics as a basis to show the soundness of a rely-guarantee
rules and lifted both of the restrictions made by Prensa-Nieto.10 (See Break-
out 20 on Page 108 and the discussion in Section 6.1 on small-step SOS.)

Insight 26 The denotations of concurrent (shared-variable) programs are
necessarily more complicated than those for sequential (isolated) programs.
The problems of non-determinism and partiality are magnified by the need
to cope with interference.

The issue of completeness for rely-guarantee rules is complicated by ques-
tions of expressive power (see Section 5.4 below). Briefly: attempts that coun-

9 But with Aczel’s permission, available on-line at: http://homepages.cs.ncl.ac.uk/

cliff.jones/publications/MSs/PHGA-traces.pdf.
10 Prensa-Nieto did her thesis work with Tobias Nipkow; I tried to persuade her to join
the project with Coleman and myself to widen her proof. She did not take up the offer.

http://homepages.cs.ncl.ac.uk/cliff.jones/publications/MSs/PHGA-traces.pdf
http://homepages.cs.ncl.ac.uk/cliff.jones/publications/MSs/PHGA-traces.pdf
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tenance the insertion to auxiliary variables to argue for the completeness of
the rules do not fit with the original goals of the approach.11

Unfortunately, some publications that relate to rely-guarantee conditions
(e.g. [Sti88] and [Din00]) somewhat complicate comparison with the orig-
inal rely-guarantee proposals by trying to get by with rely and guarantee
conditions expressed as predicates of single states (rather than relations).

5.3 Influences and related approaches

By the time Jones moved to Oxford to begin his doctoral studies in 1979,
[Jon80] was at the printers.12 This first book on the program development
aspects of VDM put strong emphasis on top-down, compositional, formal
development of (sequential) programs; it was also one of the earliest books
to emphasise the use of data abstraction and refinement in the specification
and development of programs. It is therefore not surprising that Jones strove
for compositionality when his research turned to address concurrency. There
is a clear –and acknowledged– influence of Owicki’s thesis [Owi75] on the
creation of the rely-guarantee idea. Moreover, Jones acknowledges comments
from Owicki on a draft of [Jon83a]. It must however also be noted that
the reaction against the post-facto nature of Owicki’s “interference freedom”
proof obligation was the real spur for Jones.13 14 15

11 On the topic of auxiliary variables (see Section 4.5), a delicate (in the sense of tricky)
on-the-fly garbage collector is studied in [JY19] and the tentative conclusion there is that

the intimate connections between the mutator and collector threads forces the use of an
auxiliary variable.
12 The camera ready copy was produced at IBM Research in California (at that time in
San Jose) whilst Jones was attending the WG 2.3 meeting that was held at Santa Cruz in

August 1979.
13 I still have copies of letters exchanged with Owicki. One from 1980-03-02 includes “I have

reservations about your earlier work because I do not think it fits in with a development
method.”
14 Having drawn attention to the influence of WG 2.3 on Owicki and Gries, I should
make clear how its meetings might have affected my own research. I was elected to be

a member at the Munich meeting in April 1973. During the two years (1979–81) of the

work on my doctorate, I attended and spoke at three meetings: the ones where I talked
about my evolving ideas on concurrency were January 1981 at Hans-sur-Lesses (Belgium)

and October 1981 at Sintra (Portugal). From the (fairly detailed) minutes of the meetings

it looks as though I failed to get to the end of the earlier talk on “Specifications and the
Development of Parallel Algorithms” and the second had to cover “Development of Parallel
Programs”.

Susan Owicki was at the Sintra meeting and this might be the reason that she kindly
commented on [Jon83a] (which is shown as having been submitted in 1980).
15 The period 1979–81 was one of intense research by Hoare on CSP (see Section 8.1

below). In particular, he was working with Steve Brookes and Bill Roscoe on the semantics

of processes. Unsurprisingly there was some encouragement for me to move the focus of
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Jones’ contemporaneous technical notebooks confirm that he did consider
using temporal logic to handle concurrency16 and it is interesting to look back
on rely-guarantee conditions with a full awareness of the role that temporal
logic has played in concurrency research.

Temporal logics certainly have more expressive power than rely-guarantee
relations; the obvious example is for describing progress conditions (see below
on theses on this topic). The key question is the extent to which the limited
expressiveness of rely-guarantee conditions covers a useful range of program
development examples. Although many examples can be cited, the limitations
are discussed in Section 5.4.

Jones’ thesis (sometimes in connection with that of Owicki) has spawned
a significant vein of publications. This includes Jürgen Dingel’s [Din00] early
attempt to combine refinement calculus ideas [Mor90; BW98] with the rely-
guarantee approach.

5.4 Limitations of the rely-guarantee approach

The most glaring limitation of the rely-guarantee approach as proposed
in [Jon81] is that it does not handle progress arguments such as a rely condi-
tion that says a ticket lock will eventually reach a certain value. Both Ketil

my interest away from shared-variable concurrency. My preference to follow my instincts

did not meet with undue pressure.
16 I certainly considered using temporal logic. In fact, on September 2nd 1980 I had a

lunchtime discussion with Robin Gandy who was an eminent Fellow at Wolfson College:
having asked his opinion on such modal logics, Robin replied dismissively that one might

just as well add another parameter and use the standard predicate calculus. I anyway found

defining interference by relations fitted much better into the framework with which I was
familiar.

There was one other temporal logic encounter in my stint in Oxford. I was unhappy

with the fact that most temporal logic descriptions required extra values to state something
as simple as the value of a variable was increasing whereas VDM had used post conditions

such as x ′ ≥ x since before the name was coined [Jon71]. On making this complaint to
Rod Burstall he recalled some relational assertion in Montague’s work. This led to a not

unhappy day (1980-10-13) in the Bodleian Library hunting through books by Montague and

eventually tracking down the sentence that Rod had half remembered: “The temperature
is 90 and rising” — but the point being made was that it was the temperature (and not

“90”) that was changing.
Specific reference to the possibility of using temporal logic is made in [Jon83b, p331]

but adds “Attempts to do this have, so far, not been very successful”.
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Stølen’s thesis [Stø90]17 made a significant step forward on this opic. Xu
Qiwen [Xu92] also considered adding progress arguments;

Kees Middelburg used temporal logic to encode rely and guarantee condi-
tions in his thesis [Mid90, §1.3.2].18 Because he combined rely and guarantee
conditions in one interference assertion (inter), Middelburg needed a way to
identify which process was making each transition.

Willem-Paul de Roever undertook the huge task of reviewing the different
“compositional and non-compositional” approaches to concurrency verifica-
tion and, with colleagues, published [Roe+01]. As well as describing most of
the approaches covered here in Chapters 4 and 5,19 they cover related ap-
proaches under names such as assume-commit; notably [MC81] which tackles
“processes” (which are limited to being symmetric).20

It is perhaps worth pointing out that rely-guarantee ideas do not fit with
the sort of refinement used in Event-B [Abr10]. The distinction is that events
are assumed to be executed atomically whereas the essence of rely-guarantee
approaches is to record descriptions of operations that experience interference
during their execution.

5.5 Summary

Pre and post conditions suffice to provide abstract specifications of sequential
programs Recording “what rather than how” can both provide documenta-
tion and afford a compositional development method. The approaches for
shared-variable concurrency described in Chapter 4 are non-compositional in
that they work on the final code for all concurrent elements. For a significant
class of applications, rely-guarantee conditions recover compositionality. Just
as pre conditions are assumptions that a developer can make, rely conditions
invite designers to assume that their implementations will be used in envi-
ronments that do not violate the relations. Deploying a specified component
must check both sorts of assumption. In many cases, the check will involve a
proof about the context in which the specified component will run. Similarly,
just a post condition records an obligation on running code, guarantee con-

17 At the time Stølen started his doctoral research with me, I was concerned about the

proliferation of rely-guarantee conditions and was searching for ways to tackle more cases

of parallelism by using equivalence rules (see Section 6.4); I recall discouraging him from
working on rely-guarantee ideas. Stølen by his own firm nature –and aided perhaps by

having done his MSc with Ole-Johan Dahl in Oslo– was not to be persuaded and produced

an excellent thesis that extended rely-guarantee ideas to consider “progress” issues.
18 Subsequently published as [Mid93].
19 The original Ashcroft-Manna research is not cited; Prensa-Nieto’s work was not avail-

able.
20 Jay Misra and Mani Chandy figure again with their research on “Unity” [CM88] — see

Section 7.7.
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ditions must be true in execution; thus, in both cases, there is an obligation
to verify a design and its implementation against these obligations.

For both sequential and concurrent programs, data abstraction and reifi-
cation can greatly clarify specifications and development histories.

In some senses, the rely-guarantee idea is obvious: what it says is that
assumptions should be recorded; the assumptions happen to be about inter-
ference. What rely-guarantee proof rules offer is a way of reasoning about
interference during development. Rather than, in for example the Owicki
approach, waiting for the code of all contextual threads to show what inter-
ference can occur, a designer is encouraged to think about interference as an
abstraction (and in complicated cases this interacts with data abstraction).

Achieving the separation of a component from its environment is at least
as important for concurrent programs as it was for sequential ones. Moreover,
more recent work has shown how rely conditions can help tackle both inter-
actions with physical components and the design of fault-tolerant software.

A natural question to ask is the comparison with using Temporal Logics
rather than rely-guarantee conditions; this question can be addressed after
Chapter 7. In closing this chapter, an interesting discussion on composition-
ality going back to the work of Frege can be found in [JEB79]
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